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Nisarga Yoga: The ultimate medicine

Nisarga Yoga means to realize ‘I am Unborn’, which has also been commonly understood as Self-realization or God-
realization. This is indeed the ultimate medicine because it puts an end to all your miseries. Sri Nisargadatta Maharaj 

(1897-1981) has been known all over the world as a leading proponent of Nisarga Yoga in his most inimitable style. He asks 
us first to understand your sense of ‘being’, ‘presence’, ‘consciousnesses’ or the feeling ‘I am’ in its absolute purity. Having done 
this you have to meditate or abide in the ‘I am’ and then depending on your earnestness, it will ‘disappear’. In other words, you 
will transcend the ‘I am’ and realize ‘I am Unborn’. If you understand this and do the Sadhana or practice as recommended 
by him nothing else need to be done. This is the direct method; other indirect methods gathered through the teachings of Sri 
Nisargadatta Maharaj have also been explored. It is left upon every ‘born apparent’ to decide as to which method suits him best 
to realize ‘I am Unborn’, which is the aim of Nisarga Yoga or the ultimate medicine.
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